To The Summit
Lighthouse
Students

Q. Why can we not
ascend like Andrea
Selestow and Nancy of
Oregon from inner levels
but have to reincarnate,
for not broadcasting the decrees? We thought we were going to
ascend for our service already, why do we have this karma?
Typist: It is a moot point. It is not an individual karma but a group
karma. And if you would follow Moshe to have the Sabbath service,
you would see this karma through.
EL MORYA: Your service at the Summit Lighthouse was cancelled
for it having gone nowhere.
NATHAN the Judge: You cannot consider your service of value,
can you?
EL MORYA: It was not even possible before the Lords of Board to
grant you your ascension for the wholesale destruction of the Summit
Lighthouse!
MOTHER MARY: Their ascension would be for Christ mastery.
Nancy of Oregon: People have said that if it had not been for
Andrea, they would not have learned about Jesus Christ.
MOTHER MARY: It is not for service that they ascend. And so
before, the “guaranteed” ascensions was by the former Great Divine
Director and it was for you to go work for the xLanello false
hierarchy as the La Tourelle Keepers and you do not yet exhibit the
Christ mission to “go and baptize to the nations in the name of the
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Father, Son and Holy Spirit” and upon the Messenger leaving, you
were not as Paul the Apostle to be blinded by the Light on the road
of Emmaus.
NOSTREDAME: Of these blindings, if you were to read akasha
records, you would see that you deliberately did not take these
initiations.
MOTHER MARY: What happen tonight was a Negroid Church
leader had a youth Sabbath service in which she began to lead the
decrees. As she herself was not a decree leader, she turned to the
youth and asked if anyone could lead the decrees better than herself.
On the instant, several decree leaders came forth and the decree
leaders made.
EL MORYA: It is not for want of decrees or decree leaders.
MOTHER MARY: This beloved leader then continued the Sabbath
service. At the end, the youth came up to her and begged to have
this Moshe Sabbath service as they said, “How else would I be able to
learn to be a Christian?” and “How else would I be able to learn the Bible?”
Now you see what you have done?
You have been a block to their entry onto the Christ path for
your dalliance in these many interim years, it is a karma of neglect, is
it not? That you have not done this yourself, as this beloved Negroid
woman leader who in great compassion saw to having the youth to
have a matrix to learn the Bible from.
MOSHE: You have a karma of neglect.
MOTHER MARY: Andrea was an unascended Ascended Master.
When you have neglect as you have to ThePath, to not protect the
Teachings, to in dalliance waste time, you are not able to on the
instant of death, able to manifest a work that requisitions your
ascending.
Q: But you judge us wrongly, as we obeyed this organization.
EL MORYA: When you see what is wrong and day after day, month
after month, year after year, you do not correct it, you have the karma
of neglect.
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JESUS CHRIST: Thus you are asked to go and find the lost sheep of
the house of Israel by broadcasting the decrees to them.
MOSHE: The broadcasting of the decrees are that they might be free
from the brambles. And this was never your concern, rather, you
cannot hide behind a false obedience as the karma is great when you
know the multiplication factor of decrees which is 10,000 times
10,000. Also 3 times 3.
ANDREA of Chicago: Who ever thought for what Rajneesh did,
he would be getting X0,000 years in hell?
Typist: Then how do you judge this karma legally? What Judge
Oliver Wendell Holmes teaches is that you look for malice, intention
and authority to determine a case.
Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes: The Puritan minister in
Minneapolis will be ascending. We are primarily speaking about
Bozeman. Some of you had issues when you left the Ranch. The
one who went to work in the kitchen was told by the Office of
Ministry, “You are only worth being a worker in the kitchen” when
out in the world, she would have been a CEO. Upon leaving the
Ranch, she did not want to have anything to do with the Church.
Can it be considered “malice” that you did not broadcast the
decrees? Yes.
Typist: Judge Holmes has presided over union worker cases. Where
there be injury to another party, this is what the Supreme Court has
to look at.
Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes: For lack of a word, this is an
employee lock-out.
MOTHER MARY: Rebellion is seen on the 4:00. Had you rebelled
at what headquarters was doing, you would have passed the initiation,
this you would not do.
EL MORYA: Had you seen the attrition in Minneapolis and
Bozeman and questioned authority, it would have been the passing of
the 4:00.
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Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes: What concerns me is that you
do not see this injustice. For what reason did you for years into the
decade, not even seek to broadcast the Easter Sunday service and the
Thanksgiving and Christmas service? You are a Christian church.
Yes, headquarters is responsible. However how about you?
You see, you are responsible. You are not some cog in the wheel. If
you are Christ, you have to throw the moneychangers out of the
temple, do you not? You are a Christian church, correct?
Typist: With Judge Holmes, if it was a power and light company,
he would hold the employees responsible for not giving the city
people electricity, based on their personal “proving to the boss that
they did not like something at work by stopping the electricity and
causing blackouts”.
Judge Oliver Wendell Holmes: Are you not a church? You
have 401.3c status!
Obviously this judgment also affects Minneapolis,
Washington DC and Chicago. You are a 401.3c church! Might I say
it again: You are a 401.3c church!
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